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Ourclassificationswill cometo be, as far as theycanbe so made,genealogies
.... Therules
for classifyingwill no doubtbecome
simplerwhenwehavea definite object in view.(Darwin
1859,p. 486)
Thedoctrineof evolutionis not something
that canbe grafted,so to speak,ontothe Linnaean
systemof classification.(Woodger
1952,p. 19)

INTRODUCTION
During the century following the publication of Darwin’s (24) Origin of
Species, biological taxonomy waited for the revolution that should have
followed upon acceptance of an evolutionary
world view. Although the
principle of commondescent gained wide acceptance early in that era, it
assumed a largely superficial role in taxonomy (131). Pre-existing taxonomies
were explained as the result of evolution (16, 86, 124, 128), and evolutionary
interpretations were given to long-standing taxonomic practices (111), but the
principle of descent did not become a central tenet from which taxonomic
principles and methods were derived (111, 115).
In the middle of the twentieth century, the late Willi Hennig outlined an
approach (57-59) that represented a fundamental shift in outlook concerning
the role of the concept of evolution in taxonomy, and which engendered
significant changes in that discipline (see 3, 29, 30, 97, 133, and references
therein). By deriving the principles and methods of his approach from the
tenet of commondescent, Hennig granted the concept of evolution a position
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therein). By deriving the principles and methodsof his approach from the
tenet of common
descent, Henniggranted the concept of evolution a position
of central :importance in taxonomy(114). The revolution initiated by Hennig
is nowwell underwayin systematic analysis, the field concernedwith methods
for estimating phylogenetic relationships (reviewed in 37, 129). But the same
cannot be ,,;aid about taxonomyproper, the discipline concernedwith methods
for communicatingthe results of systematic analysis. At the present time,
biologists still have not developed a phylogenetic system of taxonomy.
Hennig’s distinction between monophylyand paraphyly was a crucial first
step, but there is moreto a phylogenetic system of taxonomythan the precept
that all taxa must be monophyletic.
There is, after all, an important distinction between a phylogenetic
taxonomy---an arrangement of names all of which refer to monophyletic
taxa--and a phylogenetic system of taxonomy--a unified body of principles
and conventions governing the use of those names. In order for a taxonomic
system to be truly phylogenetic, its various principles and rules must be
formulated, in terms of the central tenet of evolution. It is this common
evolutionary context that unifies the various principles and rules into a
coherent system. But the concept of evolution still has not been granted such
a central r,ole in taxonomy.This is exemplified by the continued use of the
Linnaean system, a taxonomic system based on a pre-Darwinian world view.
Even in taxonomies adopting Hennig’s principle of monophyly, the
Linnaean system generally has been taken for granted, and then modified or
elaborated to accommodate
the representation of phylogenetic relationships.
Perhaps the most explicit example of this approach is Wiley’s (132, 133)
"annotated Linnaeansystem"(see also 20, 23, 30, 98). It is doubtful, however,
that ad hoc modification of a body of conventions based on a pre-Darwinian
world view is the most effective way to develop a phylogenetic system of
taxonomy. Indeed, this preference for ad hoc modification, rather than
reorganization starting from evolutionary first principles, demonstratesthe
resistance of biological taxonomyto the Darwinian Revolution. As long as
this situation persists, a truly phylogeneticsystemis unlikely to be achieved.
Here we.. adopt an alternative approachintended to further the development
of a phylogenetic system of taxonomy.Instead of taking the Linnaeansystem
as a given and modifyingit to facilitate the representation of phylogenetic
relationshilps, we take the goal of representing phylogenetic relationships as
primary. ]From this perspective, we outline the basic framework of a
phylogenetic system of taxonomyby reformulating various taxonomic principles and rules in terms of the first principle of commondescent. Someof
the principles and rules of the phylogenetic system have already been
formulated., and somecurrent taxonomicpractices are compatible with them.
Nevertheless, there are important differences betweenthe principles and rules
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of the phylogenetic system and those developed around the Linnaean system
as formalized in the various codes of biological nomenclature (69-71).
emphasizesomeof these differences in order to illustrate the fundamentalshift
in both perspective and practice represented by a phylogenetic system of
taxonomy.
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BASIC

TERMS,

GENERAL PERSPECTIVE,

AND SCOPE

In order to avoid ambiguity and misinterpretation, it is necessary to define
somebasic terms used throughout this paper. Our use of these terms differs
in subtle waysfromthe sameor similar terms as they are used by other authors.
Someof these definitions have been stated above but are reiterated here for
emphasis.
Phylogenetic taxonomyis the branch of phylogenetic systematics concerned
with the representation--rather than the reconstruction or estimation---of
phylogenetic relationships. The objective of phylogenetic taxonomyis to
represent relationships of commondescent using a system of names. A
phylogenetictaxonomyis a particular systemof namesrepresenting the entities
that derive their existence from a particular set of phylogeneticrelationships.
Finally, a phylogenetic system of taxonomy(as contrasted with the Linnaean
system or the current taxonomic system) is a body of principles and rules
governing taxonomicpractice, the componentsof which are unified by their
relation to the central tenet of evolutionarydescent.
The purpose of any taxonomy is communication, which implies that
taxonomies contain somekind of information. The information contained in
a phylogenetic taxonomyis information about phylogeny, that is, about
commondescent (20, 36, 59). That information is conveyed in two ways,
through taxon namesand their graphic arrangement, as in a branchingdiagram
or an indented list. In order for a taxonomyto convey information most
effectively, the meaningsof taxon namesshould be stable, universal, and
unambiguous(e.g. 23, 65, 69, 71, 76, 85, 87, 130, 133). Promoting these
qualities is one of the primary purposes of a taxonomicsystem. In the case
of a phylogenetic systemof taxonomy,the rules should be designed to promote
stable, universal, and unambiguousmeanings of taxon nameswith regard to
what they signify about commonancestry.
Welimit our discussion to the principles and rules governing the taxonomy
of monophyletic taxa (sensu Hennig). Wedo not reiterate arguments about
monophylyand paraphyly here; they have received due consideration elsewhere(e.g. 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 20, 25, 30, 58, 59, 61, 95, 97, 99, 109, 111,
117, 133). Furthermore, populations of interbreeding organisms are not the
subject of this paper; they are membersof a fundamentallydifferent category
of biological entities than monophyletictaxa.
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TAXA
Taxa are named entities,
generally named groups of organisms. Under
traditional interpretations, organisms belong to taxa because they possess
certain characters (organismal traits). By contrast, taxa in phylogenetic
taxonomyare historical entities (50, 133) resulting from the process
commonevolutionary descent. This implies that taxa are composite wholes
or systems (e.g. 46-50, 55, 59, 61, 66, 104, 111-114, 137) composedat one
organizatic~nal level of organisms as their componentparts. Therefore,
organismsare parts of taxa not because they possess certain characters, but
because of their particular phylogeneticrelationships (59, 114, 116, 132, 134,
136).
Taxa as systems of commondescent are unified by their common
evolutionaryhistory. For this reason, their organisms(parts) are not necessarily
continuouswith one another at any given time, although they exhibit historical
continuity through lines of descent (47, 133). Neither is a phylogenetic taxon
composedonly of those organisms that are currently alive or are recognized
as belongingto it. Becauseof its historical nature, a phylogenetic taxon is
composedof all the organisms exhibiting the appropriate relationships of
commondescent, whether those organisms are living or dead, known or
unknown(3, 59, 113, 114).
The nature of phylogenetic taxa was clarified by Hennig(e.g. 58, 59, 61),
who restricted the concept of monophylyto complete systems of common
ancestry--entities each consisting of an ancestor and all of its descendants-that is, clades. By deriving his concept of taxa from the principle of descent,
Hennig took an important step in the development of a phylogenetic system
of taxonomy.For our discussion, whatis significant is that the taxa of concern
in a phylogenetic system are namedclades (46, 59). Consequently, taxon
namesare the namesof clades, which conveyinformation about the existence
of monophyletic entities, and the nomenclatural aspect of phylogenetic
taxonomyis concerned specifically with the naming of clades, or clade
nomenclature. This perspective makesfor a more straightforward terminology
than that currently adopted, for example, by the International Commissionon
Zoological Nomenclature(ICZN) (Table 1). Despite the undeniable importance of Hennig’s insight, the principle of monophylyis only one component
of a phylogenetic system of taxonomy.

NESTED HIERARCHY
Onecomponentof the Linnaeansystem that is compatible with a phylogenetic
systemof ~Iaxonomyis the nested, hierarchical arrangementof taxa. Perhaps
this feature accounts for the persistence of the Linnaeansystemwell into the
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’Fable 1 Comparisonof terminologyin the Linnaeanand phylogeneticsystems. Quotationsare from the
International Codeof ZoologicalNomenclature
(1985).
TeFfn
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Concept
"any taxonomicunit . . . whethernamedor not"
a namedtaxonomicunit
"a nomenclaturalconceptdenotedby an available name.., but
havingno defined taxonomicboundaries"
"Ataxon.., includingwhatevernominaltaxa and individuals
a zoologistat anytimeconsidersit to containin his or her
endeavourto define the boundariesof a zoological taxon"
"The wordor wordsby which. . . somethingis known"

ICZN
(1985)

Phylogenetic
System

taxon
taxon
nominaltaxon

clade
taxon
--

taxonomictaxon

hypothesizedcontent
(approximately)

name

name

era dominated by an evolutionary world view, for it can be deduced from the
principle of commondescent that phylogeny also forms a nested hierarchy
of clades (24). According to Stevens (128), the nested, hierarchical structure
of pre-Darwinian taxonomies may have hindered the development of phylogenetic taxonomy. Darwin used the nested, hierarchical structure of existing
taxonomies as evidence supporting the theory of descent, which seemed to
imply that these taxonomies were already phylogenetic.
The nested hierarchical
structure of various pre-Darwinian taxonomies,
however, does not have the same underlying basis as that of phylogenetic
taxonomies. Humanscommonlyerect nested groups through a mental process
of categorization in order to organize information (126), thus producing
arrangement similar in gross structure to the pattern of relationships resulting
from common descent (59, 114). In most non-evolutionary
taxonomies,
however, taxa are treated either implicitly or explicitly as if they are abstract
classes based on shared organismal traits (23, 46, 126). Consequently, the
nested, hierarchical organization of such taxonomies reflects logical relationships amongthe abstract classes. In contrast, the nested hierarchical structure
of phylogenetic taxonomies represents genealogical relationships
among
clades.
In any case, a hierarchical,
nonoverlapping taxonomy is suited to the
representation of phylogenetic relationships, although cases involving reticulate evolution require special conventions (98,132,133). Nested, hierarchical
relationships
among taxa are commonly represented by branching or Venn
diagrams or by indented or sequenced lists. The arrangement of the names
conveys information about the relationships of clades to one another, and in
so doing it conveys information about the hypothesized content of taxa.
Although nested, hierarchical arrangements of taxa are compatible with, and
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perhaps even integral to, a phylogenetic system of taxonomy,other conventions of the current taxonomicsystem are not.
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LINNAEAN

CATEGORIES

In the Linnaeansystem, a familiar set of categories (kingdom,phylum,class,
etc) is used to conveyinformation about the relative positions of taxa (i.e.
rank) in the taxonomichierarchy. AlthoughLinnaean categories can be used
for this purpose in phylogenetic taxonomies, they are unnecessary for
conveying such information. If used only to represent relative position in a
hierarchy, the Linnaean categories contain no information about common
ancestry th~at is not present in a branchingdiagramor an indentedlist of names.
Concomitantly,if used in conjunction with indentation or a branchingdiagram,
the information provided by the categories is redundant. Moreover, the
categorical assignments of taxa are, by themselves, insufficient to specify
relationships. In order to determine the relationships amongtaxa from their
categorical assignments, one must first knowwhetherthe taxa in question are
internested or mutually exclusive. For example, simply knowingthat one taxon
is a family and another is an order does not indicate whether that family is
nested within that order.
Traditional
Assignment

and Hennigian Approaches

to Categorical

The traditi~onal mannerin which taxa were assigned to Linnaean categories
was incompatible with phylogenetic taxonomy in that it often caused
taxonomies to contradict phylogenetic relationships (133). Categories were
assigned on the basis of the degree of distinctiveness or the importance
attributed llo certain characters (e.g. 85, 87). Becausethe taxonomichierarchy
is one of n~ested, mutuallyexclusive taxa, a conflict arose betweenthe use of
Linnaeancategories for reflecting distinctiveness versus their use for reflecting commonancestry. For example, the mutually exclusive relationship
implied by assigning Pongidae and Hominidaeto the same Linnaean category
(family) contradicts the nested relationship of the hominidclade within the
clade stemmingfrom the most recent common
ancestor of the various pongids,
In an attempt to give the Linnaean categories meaningsthat were compatible with a phylogenetic system of taxonomy,Hennig(59) suggested that the
categories be defined in terms of absolute time, and that taxa be assigned to
categories on the basis of time of origin. Farris (35) advocatedusing time
differentiation instead of time of origin. Undereither of these conventionsthe
categories would convey information in addition to relative position in a
hierarchy and thus would not be redundant if combined, for example, with
indentation. Furthermore,in contrast with the traditional approachto categor-
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ical assignment, taxa assigned to the same category would be equivalent in
at least one important respect--a respect that would facilitate comparisons of
lineage diversity and other time-related phenomena (46, 59). Despite the
advantages of basing the Linnaean categories on absolute time, this convention
generally has not been embraced by taxonomists (e.g. 3, 23, 30, 56, 78, 123).
Instead, most phylogenetic taxonomies have used the categories only to
indicate relative divergence time, which requires nothing more than assigning
sister taxa to the same category (but see below).
Mandatory

Categories

Although Linnaean categories can be used in ways that are consistent with a
phylogenetic approach to taxonomy, certain conventions associated with them
are irreconcilable
with that approach. One such convention is that certain
categories~kingdom, phylum/division, class, order, family, and genus--are
mandatory, although this is not stated in the zoological code; that is, every
named species must be assigned to a taxon at each and every one of these
levels (e.g. 85, 125). The problem with this convention is most evident in the
case of organisms that are parts of ancestral populations, which are not parts
of clades less inclusive than the one stemming from their own population
(Figure 1, left). Thus, Hennig (59) noted that the stem species of birds is
be included in the taxon Aves, but not in any of the subgroups of Aves. If
B

C

A1

A2.

B

C

A1
¢ladogram
FigureI Ancestorscannotbe assignedto monophyletic
taxa less inclusivethan thoseoriginating
with them. Left: If the clade stemming
fromthe mostrecent common
ancestor of B andC (A2)
is assignedthe rankof class, then AI andA2are not parts of anymonophyletic
taxonassigned
to a categoryof lowerrank than class. Right: Evenif noattemptis madeto determinewhether
A1and A2are ancestors, they will lack the diagnosticapomorphies
of subcladesB and Cand
will not haveanyapomorphies
uniqueto themselves.Consequently,
they will not be referable to
any taxonof lowerrank than the categoryto whichthe clade stemming
fromthe mostrecent
common
ancestorof B andC is assigned. Bars indicate apomorphies.
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Ayesis assigned to the class category, then the organismsin its stem species
are not parts of monophyletictaxa belowthe class level.
The problemcaused by mandatorycategories is not dependenton identifying
actual ancestors, the difficulty of whichhas been discussed by several authors
(31, 35, 5;9, 97, 108). Ancestors, whether or not they can be identified
such, possess the derived characters of the clade originating with them but
not those .of any of its subgroups. Therefore, even if no attempt is madeto
identify ancestral organismsor populations as ancestors, they still will not be
assignable to any of the monophyleticsubgroupsof the taxa originating with
them (Figure 1, right). Consequently, recognizing taxa at all the mandatory
categorical levels for such entities misrepresents their phylogenetic relationships by implyingthe existence of clades that do not, in fact, exist.
Wiley (132, 133) proposed to solve the problem posed by ancestors
assigning each ancestral species to a monotypic genus and placing the
binomial in the taxonomic hierarchy in parentheses beside the nameof the
higher taxon stemmingfrom it. This proposal has several problems. First, if
the genus is interpreted as being equivalent to the higher taxon--suppose i!
is a class--then not only are the namesof the genus and the class redundant,
but the categories genus and class refer to the same level in the taxonomic
hierarchy’.and thus the acceptedrelationship betweenthe categories is violated.
If the genusis not interpreted as being equivalent to the class, then the genus.
is nonmonophyletic.Moreover, Wiley’s proposal does not solve the problem
posed by ancestors within the context of mandatorycategories, for it is, in
spite of Wiley’s avowedacceptance of that convention, based on an implicit
rejection of mandatorycategories. Continuing with the same example, the
genus is not assigned to any taxon in the categories order and family.
The source of the problem, pointed out by Griffiths (54, 55, 56), is thai:
phylogenies form truncated hierarchies, whereasthe hierarchical structure of
a taxonomicsystemwith mandatorycategories is not truncated. In other words,
although various descendants are different distances (howevermeasured)from
the commonancestor at the base of the phylogeny, they are nevertheless;
forced into taxa representing all of the mandatorycategories, whicheffectively
imposes equal distances upon them. This problemapplies both to ancestors;
and to extinct side branches relative to extant organisms, and it accounts for
the supposedproblemof including both fossil and Recent species in the same
taxonomy(e.g. 12, 23, 59, 105). But that supposedproblemis an artifact
taking the conventionof obligatory Linnaeancategories for granted. Fromthe
perspective of phylogenetic taxonomy,the problemis not with the systematization of fossils but with the convention of mandatorycategories.
A comparable problem stems from the convention knownas the principle
of exhaustive subsidiary taxa (e.g. 30, 35, 125). Accordingto that pri.qciple,
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if a nonmandatorycategorical level is used within any taxon, then it is used
for all membersof that taxon. For example, if a subgroup of a family is
assigned to the subfamilycategory, then new taxa are customarily recognized
so that all other membersof the family can be assigned to sometaxon of the
subfamily category. In effect, this convention makesa nonmandatorycategory
mandatorywithin a given part of the taxonomichierarchy. It therefore causes
the samekinds of problemsdiscussed above. In current practice, applying the
principle of exhaustive subsidiary taxa, and that of mandatorycategories in
general, often has an additional undesirable consequence--therecognition of
new taxa for which evidence of monophylyis lacking (see 18 for discussion
of an exampleinvolving genera).
Becausethe convention of mandatorycategories is incompatible with the
representation of phylogenetic relationships, a phylogenetic system of taxonomy must abandonthat convention. Fan-is (35) has already done this in his
"indented-list classifications." Furthermore,leaving somespecimensor species unassigned to taxa at particular levels in the taxonomichierarchy is
already practiced, albeit on a smaller scale, using the label "incertae sedis."
Although commonlyfollowed in practice, assignment to taxa representing
Linnaeancategories of higher rank than genus is not an absolute requirement
of any of the current codes of nomenclature(30).
Proliferation

of Categories

Within the context of the Linnaean system, the discovery of new clades
resulting from increasing knowledgeabout phylogenyled to a proliferation
of taxonomiccategories (e.g. 1, 11, 40, 88). Althoughsometimesviewed
a problem peculiar to phylogenetic taxonomy(e.g. 8, 19, 23, 64, 87), the
problemexists for any approach, phylogenetic or otherwise, that attempts to
reflect fine levels of systematic resolution in a taxonomy(100). More
importantly, if we consider the proliferation of taxonomiccategories problematical, this implies that maintaining the traditional, limited numberof
categories supersedes the goal of representing phylogeny. Several ad hoc
modifications of the Linnaeansystem have been proposed as solutions to this
supposedproblem,for example,using the sequence of namesof equally ranked
taxa to conveyrelationships (96, 98, 132, 133), using a special category,
plesion, for extinct taxa (105, see also 135), and using various combinations
of prefixes to generate newcategories (35). The sequencingconvention might
be viewedas a meansof avoiding the proliferation of taxon namesas well as
categories. However,given that the primary task is to represent phylogeny-and acknowledgingthat there are already more taxon names than anyone can
remember--then naming clades seems preferable to leaving them unnamed
(3, 107, 135, 136).
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Taxonomy Without

Linnaean

Categories

In light of the manyproblems associated with the Linnaean categories and
their associated conventions (see also Binomials, Synonymy
and Priority, and
Redundancy),and given that the categories are neither necessarynor sufficient
for conveying phylogenetic relationships, phylogenetic taxonomymay be best
served by abandoningthe Linnaean categories (see also 3, 22, 43, 54-56,
101, 136). If so, then sequencing, the plesion category, meansof generating
additional categories, and other ad hoc modifications of the Linnaeansystem
designedto cope with the proliferation of categories wouldall be unnecessary.
Eliminating the Linnaean categories is not as radical as it might seem.
Systematists commonlyconstruct taxonomies without Linnaean categories in
the form of branching diagrams, and several authors have explicitly avoided
using Linnaeancategories in taxonomiestaking the standard form of indented
lists (e.g. 13, 32, 42-44, 62, 63, 79, 82, 106, 110, 119; see Appendix).
Wiley (133) criticized the use of indentation without Linnaeancategories
to conveyhierarchical relationships on the groundsthat it is difficult to line
up the names in taxonomies spanning more than one page. Hennig (60, 62,
63) solved this problemusing a code of numericor alphanumericcharacters,
which can be used with or without indentation, to indicate position in the
hierarchy (see also 55, 56, 82). Criticisms of this proposal (e.g. 3, 30, 132,
133) are based on treating the numeric prefixes as formal substitutes for
Linnaean categories rather than simply as a means of keeping track of
hierarchical position within a given taxonomy.
Eliminating the Linnaean categories does not require changes in the names
of taxa, that is, in the spelling of taxon names.This maintainscontinuity with
previouswork,thereby ensuringaccess to the literature. In contrast, traditional
practice may obstruct access to the literature because changes in the
categorical[ assignments of taxa cause changes in their names(56, 115; see
Synonymy
and Priority). In order to preserve the spellings of taxon names,
the suffixes formerly associated with certain Linnaean categories (e.g.
-iformes, .-idae, -inae, etc.) wouldbe retained, but these suffixes wouldno
longer imply anything about Linnaean categories (56). But regardless
whether tl~te Linnaeancategories are retained or abandoned,the development
of a phylogenetic system of taxonomy amounts largely to replacing the
Linnaean categories with the principle of commondescent as the basis for
taxonomic conventions. This becomes evident upon our consideration of
conventions related to the principles of synonymyand priority (see below).
BINOMIALS
Althoughthe taxonomyof species is not our concern in this paper, the problem
posed by mandatorycategories has implications for the formation of species
names. In the Linnaeansystem, the genus is effectively a mandatorycategory,
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becauseevery species mustbe assigned to a genus in order to formits binomial
name.Consequently,even if the Linnaeancategories are otherwise abandoned,
under the binomial conventionused in the Linnaeansystem, the genus category
wouldstill be mandatory.A mandatorygenus category faces the same problem
as any other mandatorycategory, namely, that the ancestors of monophyletic
taxa including morethan one genus are not themselves parts of monophyletic
genera.
For this reason, a phylogenetic system of taxonomycannot retain the
Linnaean method of forming binomials; specifically, the names of genera
cannot be parts of species names (56). This does not meanthat binomials
themselves must be abandoned.If they are retained, however, the first name
of a binomial species name wouldnot be the nameof a genus or a clade of
any rank (56). Instead, the first namewouldsimply be one part of a two part
species name; Griffiths (56) suggested calling it forenameorpraenomen.
Consequently, a given species wouldnot necessarily be more closely related
to other species having the same praenomenthan to those with a different
praenomen,and this wouldbe a potential source of confusion as long as such
namescontinued to carry connotations about genera. Another alternative is
uninomialspecies names(e.g. 17, 92, 93).
A taxonomicsystem in which the namesof species are independent of the
namesof higher taxa, whether uninomials or non-Linnaean binomials, would
also contribute to stabilizing the namesof species. As pointed out by Cain
(17) and Michener(92, 93), such a systemwouldeliminate the alterations
species namescaused by changes in generic assignment (both those involving
the binomial combinationand changesto the specific epithet necessitated by
secondary homonymy).
This kind of instability is exacerbated by attempts to
achieve a phylogenetic taxonomywithin the constraints of the Linnaean
system, because eliminating paraphyletic taxa provides another reason for
changing generic assignments. Species names that are independent of the
names of higher taxa (genera) also permit use of Wiley’s (132, 133)
convention for including ancestral species in a taxonomy(see Mandatory
Categories). Oncespecies namesare freed from any associations with the
names of genera, the contradictions noted above vanish. (This convention
assumesthat the species category is a category of biological entities rather
than one level or rank in the hierarchy of Linnaean categories-~e.g. 113).
Modification of the Linnaean approach to forming species names is not only
necessary for phylogenetic taxonomy, it would also promote nomenclatural
stability, one of the primaryfunctions of the current codes.
TYPES
In the current taxonomicsystem, name-bearingor nomenclaturaltypes provide
objective standards of reference by which the application of names is
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determined. Accordingto the principle of typification, every nominaltaxont
at or belowa particular categorical level has such a type (69-71). Tradition-.
ally, types are of two basic kinds: organisms(type specimens)and taxa (type:
species, type genera). In the following discussion, we address only types of
the second kind. The use of type specimensfor species taxa does not appear
to be problematical;in any case, it is outside of the scopeof the present paper.
Underthe current system, the names of type taxa of the genus category
contain the wordstems that serve as the bases for the namesof taxa assigned
to higher categories. Thus, the nameof a zoological taxon assigned to the;
family category is formedby addingthe suffix "-idae" to the stem of the name:
of its type genus (71). Manyrules concerning types are tied to Linnaean
categories, and the use of nomenclaturaltypes in formingtaxon namesis itself
a taxonomicconvention rather than a logical or biological necessity (23).
Therefore, basing a new taxonomicsystem on the principle of descent rather
than on tile Linnaeancategories necessitates a reevaluation of the principle:
of typification.
Typification is not incompatible with the namingof clades. Althoughtied
to Linnaean categories in the current taxonomicsystem, the use of nomen-clatural types need not be so tied. In the absenceof Linnaeancategories, one:
might refer to type populations, or type (sub)clades, or simply type (nomino..
typical) taxa. Moreover, the nameof a clade can be based on the name of
one of its subclades or componentpopulations regardless of whether any of
the taxa involved are assigned to Linnaeancategories. If such a convention
is adopted, however,it wouldbe useful to state the definition of each taxon
namein terms of a specified relationship to the type (see Definitions of Taxon
Names). For example, the name "Lepidosauromorpha"is defined as Lepido-.
sauria and all saurians sharing a more recent commonancestor with
Lepidosauria than with Archosauria (43). Such a convention would ensure
that the nested relationship between a taxon and its nomenclatural type is
preserved in the face of changing ideas about phylogenetic relationships.
DEFINITIONS

OF TAXON NAMES

Reformulation of the mannerin which taxon names are defined is central to
developing a phylogenetic system of taxonomybecause it provides a basis
for the derivation of secondary principles and rules concerning the use of
taxon names. Under the current system, the definitions of taxon names are
stated in terms of characters, that is, organismaltraits. For example,according;
to the zoological code, a definition "purports to give characters differentiating
a taxon" (71, p. 253). Definitions of taxon namesbased on organismal traits
are fundamentallynon-evolutionary. Such definitions were in use long before
the widespread acceptance of an evolutionary world view, and furthermore,.
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they make no reference to commondescent or any other evolutionary
phenomenon(112, 115).
In the context of a phylogenetic approach to taxonomy,several authors
have proposed that the definitions of taxon names are to be based on
phylogenetic relationships (e.g. 43, 49, 111,116, 118, 132, 134). Nevertheless, it was only recently that concrete methodsfor doing this were devised.
De Queiroz & Gauthier (115; see also 112) identified three classes
phylogenetic definitions, that is, three waysof defining the namesof taxa in
terms of phylogenetic relationships (Figure 2). node-based definition
specifies the meaningof a taxon nameby associating the namewith a clade
stemmingfrom the immediatecommonancestor of two designated descendants
(Figure 2, left). st em-based de
finition specifies th e meaning ofa name by
associating the name with a clade of all organisms sharing a more recent
commonancestor with one designated descendant than with another (Figure
2, middle). Andan apomorphy-baseddefinition specifies the meaning of a
name by associating the namewith a clade stemmingfrom the ancestor in
whicha designated character arose (Figure 2, right). Examplesof these three
classes of phylogenetic definitions are given by de Queiroz&Gauthier (115)
and references cited in that paper.
Phylogeneticdefinitions clarify other taxonomicissues in the context of a
phylogenetic approach to taxonomy. For one, they clarify the distinction
betweendefinitions and diagnoses (115; see also 45, 46, 118). Definitions are
statements specifying the meaningsof taxon names(words); they are stated
in terms of ancestry. Diagnosesare statements specifying howto determine
whether a given species or organismis a representative of the taxon (clade)
to which a particular namerefers; they are most commonlystated in terms

node

stem

apomorphy

Figure 2 Three possible ways of defining taxon names phylogenetically.
Left: The name is
defined as referring to the most recent commonancestor of two designated taxa and its descendants
(node-based definition).
Middle: The name is defined as referring to all organisms sharing a more
recent commonancestor with one designated taxon than with a second such taxon (stem-based
definition). Right: The name is defined as referring to the first ancestor to evolve a designated
character (bar) and its descendants (apomorphy-based definition).
After de Queiroz & Gauthier
(115); see that reference for examples.
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of characters. Phylogenetic definitions also permit one to define any given
name as referring to a monophyletic taxon and not to a paraphyletic or
polyphyletic group or a metataxon (115). Althoughit is always possible
make mistakes about the contents (included species and organisms) and
diagnostic characters of a taxon, a definition such as "the most recent common
ancestor of archosaurs and lepidosaurs and all of its descendants"necessarily
refers to a monophyletictaxon.
Phylogenetic definitions illustrate what it meansfor a taxonomicprinciple
to be stated in terms of the central tenet of evolution. In contrast with
character-based definitions, which make no reference to any evolutionary
phenomenon,phylogenetic definitions of taxon names are stated in terms of
commonancestry relationships and the historical entities (clades) resulting
from those relationships. Phylogenetic definitions are thus thoroughly evolutionary in that the concept of common
ancestry is fundamentalto the meanings
of the names they are used to define. Taxon names thus have explicit
evolutionary meanings, and this bears on several other taxonomicissues.

SYNONYMYAND PRIORITY
Two taxonomic issues upon which phylogenetic definitions have direct
bearing are synonymyand priority (115). Reevaluating these issues from
evolutionary perspective illustrates the difference betweena taxonomicsystem
based on the Linnaean categories and one based on the principle of descent.
It also reveals fundamentalincompatibilities betweenthe current systemand
a phylogenetic approach to taxonomy.
In the current system, the concept of synonymyis tied directly to the
Linnaean categories. Taxon names are considered synonymousif they are
based either on the same nomenclatural type (homotypic, objective, or
nomenclatural synonyms)or on different nomenclatural types (heterotypic,
subjective, or taxonomicsynonyms)considered to belong to a single taxon
assigned to a particular Linnaeancategory (70, 71). Not only is this concept
of synonymybased on a non-evolutionary criterion, it is also difficult to
reconcile with phylogenetic interpretations of the meaningsof taxon names.
As a result of being tied to the Linnaean categories, the criterion of
synonymyadopted in the current system is responsible for considerable
instability in the phylogenetic meaningsof taxon names, which vary as the
result of changes in, or differences in opinion about, the assignmentof taxa
to Linnaeancategories. For example, if sister taxa originally considered to
form two families are later judged to represent a single family, then their
namesare treated as synonyms.Eachnamethus shifts its association from a
less inclusive to a moreinclusive clade. In this particular example,the change
in meaningresults from an arbitrary decision that the taxa in question do not
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deserve to be ranked as separate families. Although such a change in
categorical assignmentmaybe judged unnecessary, a similar problemresults
from attempts to achieve a phylogenetic taxonomywhile retaining a criterion
of synonymybased on the Linnaean categories. That is, elimination of
paraphyletic taxa provides a reason for the so-called lumpingor splitting of
taxa, whichleads to changesin the associations of their nameswith particular
clades (Figure 3).
In pre-Hennigiantaxonomies,it is often the case that a particular taxon is
paraphyletic with respect to another taxon assigned to the same Linnaean
category. Onemeansof eliminating the paraphyletic taxon is to "unite" that
taxon with its derivative taxon into a single inclusive taxon at a given
categorical rank, the action commonlyknownas "lumping." In such cases,
the two names are treated as synonyms.Paraphyly of the family Agamidae
(Figure 3, left), for example,can be rectified by recognizinga single family
for the species formerly included in Agamidaeand its derivative family
Chamaeleonidae (Figure 3, right) (38). The names of the two previously
recognized families are then judged to be synonymous.Associating the name
of the paraphyletic taxon with the inclusive clade changes its meaningin
terms of content (included species). That association might, however,
justified by the prior implicit association of the namewith the ancestor of the
inclusive clade (115). In any case, treating the nameof the derivative taxon
AcBdonta
Agamidae

Agamidae
= Chamaeleonidae

Chamaeleonidae

Figure 3 Change in the meaning of a taxon name resulting from an attempt to achieve a
phylogenetic taxonomywithin the constraints of a criterion of synonymybased on Linnaean
categorical assignment. Left: Agamidaeis paraphyletic if Chamaeleonidae
is assigned to the same
Linnaeancategory (family). Right: If all species in question are considered to belongto a single
taxon assigned to the family category, "Agamidae"and"Chamaeleonidae"
are treated as synonyms,
and the latter nameshifts its association from the clade stemmingfrom ancestor C to that stemming
from ancestor A. Accordingto the principle of priority, "Chamaeleonidae"is the valid nameof
the clade stemming from ancestor A, even though "Agamidae"was originally associated with
that ancestor and "Chamaeleonidae"was not. Furthermore, "Acrodonta," which was originally
associated with the clade stemmingfrom ancestor A, is rejected as the nameof that clade because
it is not a familyname.
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as a synonymchanges the association of that namefrom a less inclusive to,
a moreinclusive clade (Figure 3). Thus, the criterion’ of synonymyused
the current system causes instability in the phylogenetic meaningof "Chamaeleonidae" (115).
The instability noted aboveis highlighted by the mannerin whichthe valid
name of a taxon is most commonlydetermined in the current taxonomic:
system. Accordingto the principle of priority, the valid nameof a taxon is,
the oldest nameapplied to it (e.g. 70, 71). Becausethe various namesapplied.
to a taxon are synonyms,and because synonymyis currently tied to the.,
Linnaeancategories, the issue of priority is also ultimately tied to the Linnaean
categories. For example,in zoological nomenclature,the valid nameof a taxon
assigned to the family category is the oldest family-groupnamebased on the:
nameof one of the genera included within that taxon.
The non-evolutionary criterion of synonymyadopted in the current taxonomicsys~temcan thus lead to drastic changesin the acceptednamesof clades.
Continuing with the previous example (Figure 3), the valid name of the:
inclusive :monophyletic taxon would be "Chamaeleonidae,"because that is.
the oldest nameof the family group based on one of the genera included within
the taxon. Consequently, not only does "’Chamaeleonidae"change its association from a less to a moreinclusive clade (Figure 3), but that change in.
meaningoccurs despite two other important facts. First, the taxon with which
the name "Chamaeleonidae"was originally associated is still considered.
monophyletic and noweither must be renamed or go unnamed. And second,
the more inclusive clade already has a name, "Acrodonta," which is now
ignored simply because it is not a family name. In general, the currently
accepted criterion of synonymycombinedwith the practices of lumping and
splitting i:s a major source of taxonomicinstability. Lumpingseveral taxa
causes namesto changetheir associations from less inclusive taxa to a more:
inclusive one, and splitting a single taxon results in restricting its nameto a
less inclusive taxon.
These problems stem from a fundamental incompatibility between the:
Linnaean and phylogenetic meanings of taxon names. Under the current
system, categorical assignment partly determines the meanings of taxon
names,because it determinesthe spellings of the names(i.e. their suffixes)
and hence the taxa with whichparticular namesare associated. This situation
grants a nton-evolutionary tradition primacyover the concept of evolution.
That is to say, the association of a taxon namewith a particular Linnaean
category i:~, in effect, considered moreimportant to the meaningof that name
than its association with a particular clade or ancestor. This is unacceptable
from the perspective of phylogenetic taxonomy. Namessuch as "Agamidae"
and "Chamaeleonidae" have very different meanings when judged by their
original reference to different sets of species, and thus implicitly to entities
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stemmingfrom different commonancestors; in phylogenetic terms, they are
not synonymous.
Furthermore, the very acts of lumpingand splitting--which are intimately
tied to changes in the meaningsof taxon namesunder the current system--are
difficult to interpret in phylogenetic terms. Taxonomistscan neither lumpnor
split taxa as namedclades, for clades are not things that taxonomistsform,
erect, unite, or divide, but rather things to whichthey give names.Outsidethe
context of Linnaean categories, the notions of lumping and splitting make
little sense, and they are irreconcilable with the phylogenetic meaningsof
taxon names.
In short, the criterion of synonymyused in the current taxonomicsystem
is incompatible with the goals of phylogenetic taxonomy, that is, stable
meanings of taxon names in terms of what they signify about common
ancestry. Underthe current system, different authors use the same namefor
different clades and different namesfor the same clade, and this can happen
as the result of subjective differences concerning assignments to Linnaean
categories even whenthe authors are in full agreementabout what organisms
and species makeup the taxa (56). In the phylogenetic system, the Linnaean
categories have nothing to do with the meaningsof taxon names; taxon names
are synonymousif and only if they refer to the same clade (115). Under
phylogenetic definitions of taxon names, synonymycan be assessed unambiguously within the context of an accepted phylogenyby determining whether
the namesrefer to clades stemmingfrom the same ancestor (115).
Similarly, priority in the phylogeneticsystem is not based on first use of a
namein association with a particular Linnaeancategory but on first use of
a namein association with a particular clade (115). This is not to say that
the valid name must always be established by priority. Indeed, recent
movementsadvocating nomenclatural reform within the context of the
Linnaean system seek to constrain the use of priority in establishing the
validity of taxon names(122, 127). But regardless of whether or to what
extent priority is used to establish the valid nameof a taxon, in a phylogenetic
system of taxonomy,the criterion of priority must be based on ancestry.

REDUNDANCY
Phylogenetic definitions of taxon namesalso bear on the problemof taxonomic
redundancy. Linnaeantaxonomiesoften contain monotypictaxa, which appear
to be equivalent in content with the single included taxon at the next lower
categorical level. In pre-Hennigiantaxonomies, monotypictaxa were recognized in order to reflect distinctiveness (e.g. 14, 85, 121, 125). Phylogeneticists rejected distinctiveness as a justification for assigning a taxon
to a Linnaean category of high rank, at least in cases where this practice
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resulted in the recognition of paraphyletic taxa (e.g. 59, 133). Nevertheless,
monotypic taxa are also commonin phylogenetic taxonomies adopting a
Linnaean framework because of the constraints imposed by mandatory
categories and exhaustive subsidiary taxa (35, 55). The apparent equivalency
of, for example, a monotypicorder and its single included family seems to
contradict the hierarchical relationships betweenthe Linnaeancategories as
well as the fact that taxonomistsconsider the two namesto refer to different
taxa. The’,~e seeming contradictions have been discussed by various authors
under the nameGregg’s Paradox (14, 15, 33-35, 52, 53, 67, 73, 120, 121).
Furthermore,if the different namesin fact refer to the sametaxon, then they
are redundant. Onenameis sufficient for a single clade.
Eliminating the convention of mandatoryLinnaean categories (or use of
the catego:des altogether) wouldsolve these problemsby removingthe reason
for recognizing monotypic taxa. But regardless of whether the Linnaean
categories are retained, the problemsare more apparent than real. On the one
hand, apparent equivalencyis often an artifact of restricting considerationsto
extant organisms (55). For example, Simpson(125) and Ruse (121) treat
taxa Orycteropus, Orycteropodidae, and Tubulidentata as if they are all
monotypicbecause they are all madeup of one and the same living species.
There are, however,several knownspecies of fossil aardvarks that: have been
referred to these taxa in such a way (102, 103) that only Tubulidentata can
be considered monotypicin the sense of being made up of the same set of
knownorganisms as Orycteropodidae.
Even taxa composed of the same knownorganisms are not necessarily
identical. Usingphylogenetic definitions of taxon names,different namescan
be defined so that they refer to different clades in a series of increasing
inclusiveness, that is, clades stemming from successively more remote
ancestors (Figure 4) (see also 59). For example, "Orycteropodidae"might
defined as the clade stemming from the immediate commonancestor of’
Orycteropusand the cxtinct Plesiorycteropus, whereas "Tubulidentata" might
be defined as all those mammalssharing a more recent common
ancestor with
Orycteropus than with other extant mammals.Although all knowntubulidentates are orycteropodids, the taxa are not necessarily equivalent. As noted
above (see Taxa), a taxon as a named clade consists not only of those
organisms that we recognize as its members;it consists of an ancestor and
all of its descendants, extant and extinct, knownand unknown.Therefore,
although Orycteropodidae and Tubulidentata may appear equivalent when
considerations are restricted to knownor extant organisms, the definitions of
the namesrefer to different clades and thus implya difference in actual content.
That difference can potentially be demonstratedby the discovery of currently
unknownorganisms.
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Figure4 Althoughtaxa maybe identical in termsof knowncontent, their namescan be defined
phylogeneticallyso that they refer to clades differing in actual content. Thenested bubbles
illustrate, in orderof decreasinginclusiveness,stem-,apomorphy-,
andnode-based
taxain a nested
series. Dotsrepresent extant and/or knownspecies; daggersrepresent extinct and/or unknown
species.Seetext for example.

STANDARD NAMES
Although not necessary for developing a phylogenetic system of taxonomy,
it is worthwhile to consider how the meanings of certain names might be
standardized in a way that is most useful for comparative biology. Standardization would make the meanings of names universal, which is important to
their function in communication (71, 76, 85, 87). Proposals for standardizing
certain higher taxon names not covered by the zoological code have recently
been made within the context of the Linnaean categories (e.g. 27, 28, 122);
however, it is useful to consider the matter from a phylogenetic perspective.
Inconsistencies

in the

Current

Use of Taxon Names

Of the vast numbers of taxon names that have been coined by taxonomists,
some are more widely knownand used than others. It is particularly important
to standardize the meanings of widely knownnamesto ensure that all biologists
who use them are referring to the same entities.
Currently, the supposed
meanings of those names are inconsistent with the way they are most often
used. The nature of that inconsistency is revealed by the following example.
Since its discovery (89, 90), the fossil taxon Archaeopteryx has been
recognized as an outgroup to the clade stemming .from the immediate common
ancestor of extant birds (41, 68, 84). Archaeopteryx predates membersof that
clade by some 50 million years, and it retains several ancestral characters
relative to extant birds. Nevertheless, that fossil has, with few exceptions, been
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referred to the taxon Avesbecause it has the "key" avian character (84)..
Indeed, to the extent that taxon nameshave phylogenetic connotations, the}’
usually appear to be apomorphy-based.Thus, "Ayes"is usually thought of as;
being ass,ociated with the clade stemmingfrom first vertebrate possessinl~;
feathered wings.
Despite general agreement that Ayes includes Archaeopteryx, biologists
commonlyuse the name "Aves" ("birds") when making generalizations that
apply to extant birds alone. Thus, supposed meaning and actual use are
inconsistent. Furthermore,that inconsistency persists despite the existence of
a less well. knownnamecoined for the specific purpose of makingthe relevant
distinction. Most biologists continue to use the widely knownname "Aves"
when referring to the taxon explicitly associated (e.g. 21) with the name
"Neomithes."A comparablesituation holds for the fossil taxon lchthyostega,
the widely used name"Tetrapoda," and Gaffney’s (39) less well knownname
"Neotetrapoda."
The reason for such inconsistencies seems to be that most well known
nameshave gained wide use through their associations with distinctive groups;
of extant organisms. Those widely knownnames associated with clades have
therefore most commonly
been associated to one degree or another with crown
clades--elades stemming from the immediate commonancestor of sister
groups with extant representatives (74; see also 60, 62, 63). Distinctiveness;
is often a consequenceof an incomplete fossil record, but even as the gaps;
are bridged by fossil discoveries, those gaps effectively persist because most
biologists study systems that are not preserved in fossils. Nevertheless,.
discoveries of extinct outgroups to crown clades point to the existence of
more inclusive clades, a fact that raises two alternatives concerning the.,
associations of the original names.Either those namescan be associated with
the crown: clades, or they can be associated with one of the larger clades
including various extinct relatives. But even whenthe original namesare
explicitly defined so as to include at least someof the fossil outgroups, as
they mostoften are, the majority of comparativebiologists ignore the fossils.
Consequently, the original namestend to be used as if they refer to crower
clades, and newnames coined specifically for the crownclades seldomgain
wide use except amongpaleontologists.
In addition to the inconsistencies described above, the meaningsof widely
used taxon names also vary considerably amongsystematists explicitly
addressing the taxonomyof fossils. These latter inconsistencies reflect
differing preferences for what are, in effect, node-based, stem-based, and
apomorphy-based definitions. For example, some authors use the name
"Mammalia"for a crown clade (42-44, 119), whereas others use it for that
crownclade and all extinct amniotesmoreclosely related to it than to other’
extant amniotes(2-4, 81). Still others associate the namewith an intermediate
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clade diagnosedby possessionof a dentary-squamosaljaw joint, thus including
the crownclade as well as a few of its extinct outgroups (e.g. 77, 91). And
such differences in use often persist in spite of considerable agreementabout
phylogeneticrelationships.
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Standard

Names for

Crown Clades

Noscientific enterprise, least of all one that considers the promotionof
nomenclaturaluniversality as one of its primary objectives, can accept the
inconsistencies and ambiguities current in biological taxonomy.In somesense,
progress in any scientific discipline can be measuredin terms of further
refinement, rather than escalating imprecision, in vocabulary.Therefore, it is
imperative that biological taxonomyadopt rules for standardizing the meanings
of important names. Because of the way in which those namesare most often
used, the phylogenetic meanings of many widely knowntaxon names are most
effectively standardized by tying them to clades within which both branches
of the basal dichotomy are represented by extant descendants. Namescan be
associated unambiguouslywith crownclades using node-baseddefinitions (see
Definitions of Taxon Names).
Restricting widely used namesto crownclades standardizes their meanings
in a waythat is most useful to the largest numberof comparativebiologists.
Althoughit will entail changes in the taxonomyof various fossils--Archaeopteryx, for example, will no longer be considered part of the taxon named
"Aves"--this emphasison extant organismsis not meant to imply that extant
organismsare moreimportant than fossils for establishing relationships. On
the contrary, it is clear that phylogeneticrelationships are best analyzedby
considering both fossil and Recent organisms (26, 44). Nevertheless, most
biologists study extant organisms,if for .no other reasonthan that manyaspects
of the biology of extinct organisms are not only unknownbut perhaps
unknowable.
Becausefossils are so often ignored, this proposal will bring the definitions
of widely knownnamesinto agreement with the mannerin which those names
are most often used. It will also ensure that when neontologists and
paleontologists use the samename,they will be referring to the sameclade.
Althoughpaleontologists will haveto restrict their use of various names,this
is a more effective wayto achieve universal meaningsthan forcing the vast
majority of comparative biologists to learn and use more obscure names.
Paleontologists will still have to use less well knownnames, but that is
appropriate because the distinctions embodiedin those namesare of concern
mainly to paleontologists. Furthermore, associating widely knownnameswith
crownclades is often consistent with a liberal interpretation of a phylogenetic
criterion of priority (see Synonymyand Priority). Although most widely
knownnamesdid not originally have explicit phylogenetic definitions, they
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tend to be old namesthat were used for groups of extant organismsprior to
the discoveryof their extinct outgroups.
Anotheradvantageof this proposal is that it should discourage biologists
from makingunsupportedgeneralizations about extinct outgroups while at the
same tirne enabling them to make the greatest number of supportable
inferences about the extinct membersof taxa associated with widely used
names. Biologists commonlymake generalizations about the characters of
entire taxa based on surveys of their extant representatives; however,it is not
justifiable: to extend those generalizations to fossil organismssharing mon~
remote commonancestors with the extant forms. For example, if the name
"Tetrapoda" is defined to include Ichthyostega, one should not assumethat
the features commonto the limb developmentof extant tetrapods (e.g. 94)
characterize tetrapods as a whole. Therefore, restricting widely knownnames
to crownclades will discourage biologists from makingunsupported generalizations about the characters of extinct outgroupssuch as lchthyostega. At
the same time, it will also permit biologists to makethe greatest numberof
inferences about the extinct representatives of taxa associated with widely
used names based on properly conducted surveys of extant organisms. For
example, if the name"Tetrapoda" is defined as the clade stemmingfrom the
most recent commonancestor of amphibians and amniotes, then features
commonto the limb development of diverse extant amphibians and amniotes
can reaso:nably be inferred to have been present in the ancestral tetrapod.
Standard

Names for More Inclusive

Clades

Despite the advantages of restricting widely used namesto crownclades, it
is equally important to namethe moreinclusive clades, each consisting of a
crownclade and all extinct taxa sharing with it common
ancestors not shared
with any other crownclade. These "total groups" (74, 75) or "panmonophyla"
(80) are particularly important because they are stem-based taxa (not to
confused with paraphyletic stem-groups), and only stem-based taxa can be
true sister groups, whichare equivalent in age (Figure 5). Consequently,for
each standard namedefined as the nameof a crownclade, there should also
be a standard namefor the moreinclusive clade consisting of the crownclade
plus its extinct outgroups. Such namescan be associated unambiguouslywith
the appropriate clade using stem-baseddefinitions (see Definitions of Taxon
Names).
Becauseof their equivalencein age, it is critical to use stem-basedsister
taxa in comparisons where such equivalence is important, as it is in
investigations of taxonomicdiversity. For example, it maybe inappropriate
to invoke an apomorphyof Ayes to explain whythat taxon is more speciose
than is Crocodylia. On the one hand, the crown clades Ayes and Crocodylia
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Figure5 Comparison
of stem-based
andnode-based
taxa. Left: Stem-based
taxa originatingfrom
a singlecladogenetic
eventare truesister groups
andareequivalent
in termsof their age.Right:
Node-based
taxa, eventhosethat are oneanothers’
closestrelativesin termsof known
or extant
organisms
(terminaltaxa A-D),are nottrue sister groupsandgenerallyare notthe sameage.
Thicklinesare usedto indicatethecladesunderconsideration.
maynot be of equal age. If Avesis older than Crocodylia, then the difference
in species diversity maysimply reflect that difference in age. Onthe other
hand, the sister taxa of whichAves and Crocodyliaare respective parts, that
is, Ornithosuchia and Pseudosuchia, mayhave differed in species diversity
from shortly after their initial divergence. If Ornithosuchiahas alway~been
morespeciose than Pseudosuchia,then this difference cannot be explained by
an apomorphythat arose in the most recent common
ancestor of extant birds.
If explicable by an apomorphy
at all, then it must be one that arose early in
the history of Ornithosuchia.
Since Hennig (58, 59), systematists have been aware of the distinction
betweenthe divergenceof a lineage from its sister group and its subsequent
diversification into lineages represented by extant species. Nevertheless, they
have generally used the samenameto refer to both entities, distinguishing
between them using somenotation, for instance, marking the name of the
crownclade with an asterisk (e.g. 62, 63, 74, 75, 80). But use of the same
namefor different clades is likely to generate confusion, and such conventions
have not gained wide use. For these reasons, different namesshould be applied
to different clades (115). Thus, we (e.g. 42) use well-knownnamessuch
"Mammalia"and "Reptilia" for crown clades, while using less widely known
names, in this instance "Synapsida"and "Sauropsida," for the larger clades
including the extinct outgroups of Mammaliaand Reptilia, respectively
(Figure 6). The reasons detailed aboveunderlie recent redefinitions of various
taxon names by us and our colleagues (e.g. 6, 7, 32, 41-44, 51, 110, 119;
seeAppendix).
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Mammalia

~

/ Reptilia

Figure6 Node-basedand stem-basedstandard taxon namesfor majorclades of amniotes.The
widelyknownnames"Mammalia"
and"Reptilia"are usedfor the crownclades in order to promote
consistent use by paleontologistsand neontologists.Theless widelyknownnames"Synapsida"
and"Sauropsida"are usedfor moreinclusive clades stemming
fromthe initial divergenceof the
lineages leading to the crownclades; these taxa are importantfor makingcomparisons
because
of their equivalencein age (see Figure5).

CONCLUSION
A taxonornic system is fundamental to comparative biology. Taxonomies are
practical reference systems that permit communication and facilitate
access;
to the literature. They also provide a theoretical context within which to make:
meaningful comparisons. In order to carry out these functions most effectively,
biological taxonomy must be governed by a body of principles and rules’.
designed 1:o accomplish the practical goals within an appropriate theoretica]i
context.
The taxonomic system developed by Linnaeus, and formalized in the various
codes of biological nomenclature, has governed taxonomic practices admirably for over 200 years. Indeed, it is a tribute to a taxonomic system based or~
non-evolutionary principles that it has persisted for well over 100 years into
the era dominated by an evolutionary world view--an era in which taxonomy’
is purported to be evolutionary. But biological taxonomy must eventually
outgrow the Linnaean system, for that system derives from an inappropriate..
theoreticall
context. Modemcomparative biology requires a taxonomic system
based on evolutionary principles.
The late Willi Hennig and his followers initiated the development of such
a system by granting the principle of descent a central role in establishing the
nature of taxa. However fundamental, that advancement represents only the
first step in the development of a phylogenetic system of taxonomy, because
the systern remains constrained by non-evolutionary Linnaean traditions.
We
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have attempted to further the development of a phylogenetic system of
taxonomyby reformulating specific taxonomicprinciples and rules in terms
of its most general principle, the tenet of commondescent. Someof our
specific principles and rules maynot be favorably received, but we hope that
their shortcomingswill not detract from the general perspective within which
they were formulated. That general perspective is one in which the concept
of evolution is granted a central role in taxonomy.As such, it embodiesa
changein the basis of the taxonomicsystem in whichthe Linnaeancategories
are replaced by the tenet of evolutionary descent.
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APPENDIX: A PHYLOGENETIC TAXONOMYOF CRANIATA

In order to illustrate the simplicity of a phylogenetic systemof taxonomy,we
present (Figure 7) a phylogenetic taxonomy of craniates based on the
conventions proposed in this paper and the relationships proposed by Maisey
(83) and Gauthier et al (42). This taxonomyis not intended to be complete,
but it includes the taxa traditionally considered in introductory texts on
vertebrate comparative anatomy. Consequently, it suffers from the problem
of differential resolution (101), whichis to say that the subordinatetaxa within
sister taxa do not alwaysreceive equal attention (e.g. Sauria vs. Chelonia).
This reflects a longstanding bias in craniate taxonomy,in whichthe lineages
leading to birds and mammals
have received disproportionate emphasis.
The taxonomyis constructed according to the following conventions:
1. All namesrefer to clades.
2. The namesof subordinate taxa within each clade are indented to indicate
hierarchical relationships.
3. Linnaeanand other categories (i.e. plesion) are not used.
4. Namesformerly associated with the genus category are treated the same
as those of all other clades; that is, they are capitalized but not italicized
(e.g. "Sphenodon").
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[unnamed]- Craniata
Myxini - Myxinoidea
Myopterygii- Vertebrata
Petromyzontida - Petromyzontidae
[unnamed]- Gnathostomata
[unnamed] - Chondrichthyes
[unnamed]- Holocephali
[unnamed]- Elasmobranchil
Teleostomi- Osteichthyes
Crossopterygii- Sarcopterygii
Actinistia - Latlmerla
Rhipidistia- Choanata
Porolepida - Dipnoi
Osteolepida - Tetrapoda
Temnospondyli- Amphibia
Apoda - Gymnophiona
Paratoidea- Batrachia
Urodela- Caudata
Salientia - Anura
Anthracosauria- Amniota
Synapsida - Mammalia
Prototheria - Monotremata
Theriiformes- Theria
Metatheria- Marsupialia
Eutheria - Placentalia
Sauropsida- Reptilia
Anapsida- Chelonia
Diapsida- Sauria
Lepidosauromorpha- Lepidosauria
Rhynchocephalia- Sphenodon
Lacertilia - Squamata
Archosauromorpha- Archosauria
Pseudosuchia- Crocodylia
Omithosuchia- Ayes
[unnamed]- Actinopterygii
Cladistia - Polypterus
[unnamed]- Actinopteri
[unnamed]- Chondrostei
Neopterygii- Holostei
Ginglymodi- Lepisosteidae
[unnamed]- Halecostomi
Halecomorphi- Amia
[unnamed]- Teleostei
Figure7 A phylogenetictaxonomyof Craniata.
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5. No redundant names are used.
6. For each pair of sister taxa, the first listed has fewerextant species than
the second.
7. Twonamesare given on each line. The first is the stem-basednameof
a clade consisting of the crownclade namedon the same line plus all
extinct taxa more closely related to it than to any other crownclade.
For example, the name"Temnospondyli"refers to the clade including
Amphibiaplus all knownand unknowntetrapods sharing a more recent
commonancestor with Amphibiathan with Amniota. The second name
is the node-based nameof a crownclade defined as the clade stemming
from the immediatecommon
ancestor of its two immediatelysubordinate
crown clades. For example, the name "Amphibia"refers to the clade
stemming from the last commonancestor of Gymnophiona and
Batrachia.
8. Widely knownnames are restricted to crown clades, while less well
knownnames are used for stem clades.
Although some names in each group were formerly associated with
paraphyletic taxa (e.g. "Reptilia"), we have nevertheless retainedthem
because of their implicit associations with particular ancestors and, in the
case of those associated with the ancestors of crownclades, because of their
familiarity. In somecases, the hierarchical relationships betweenthe names
of crown and stem clades are reversed from traditional use. That reversal
results from our applying namesaccording to widespread uses, even whenit
contradicts supposed meaningsthat accord with less commonuses. The name
"Vertebrata," for example, is most commonly
used for a crownclade and less
commonlyfor a more inclusive clade encompassing several extinct forms
which, in accordance with the supposed meaning of that name, also have
vertebrae. Paleontologists (e.g. 72) thus use "Vertebrata" for the latter clade
and apply the obscure name "Myopterygii" to what is otherwise knownas
"Vertebrata." In such instances, we elected to reverse the namesin order to
associate the well-knownnamewith the crown clade.
Becauseof the nested relationship between corresponding crownand stem
clades, there are advantages to basing the namesof both clades on the same
word stem. In keeping with the spirit of phylogenetic taxonomy, which
emphasizes commonancestry over characters, the stem of the name of the
crownclade could be combinedwith gens or genea, the respective Latin and
Greek suffixes meaning clan, to form the name of the stem clade. Even if
another suffix were used, that practice wouldsimplify the taxonomy,and thus
facilitate its memorization, because the namesof corresponding crown and
stem clades woulddiffer only in their suffixes. Becauseof space limitations,
we have not provided an alternative taxonomyu~ing stem-based namesof this
kind.
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